Startups

Start Managing Your Finances

Now CFO has partnered with OTBC to help startup companies get their finances on the right path from the beginning. We offer the following starter packages at a large discount for OTBC members (All items can be tailored to fit specific needs):

**Startup Package with OTBC Discount | Option A:**
Price $150
Package Includes
- 4 Hour Consultation
  - Evaluate current system and accounting structure
  - Implement common policies, procedures and organization
  - Discuss/Implement other items (inventory setup, bank reconciliations, payroll, etc.)

**Startup Package with OTBC Discount | Option B:**
Price $300
Package Includes
- QuickBooks Pro Software ($250 value)
- 2 Hour Consultation
  - QuickBooks Setup (chart of account set up etc.)
  - Overview of QuickBooks and common pitfalls
  - Discuss/Implement other items (inventory setup, bank reconciliations, payroll, etc.)

**Startup Package with OTBC Discount | Option C:**
Price $200
Package Includes
- QB Online Subscription
  - Access QB’s anywhere with an internet connection from about any device
  - $35 monthly subscription fee per user for cloud hosting (fee charge by QuickBooks)
- 3 Hour Consultation
  - QuickBooks Setup (chart of account set up etc.)
  - Overview of QuickBooks and common pitfalls
  - Discuss/Implement other items (inventory setup, bank reconciliations, payroll, etc.)

Now CFO is a “roll-up your sleeves” consulting firm specializing in accounting support. Our expert employees fix the accounting problems all organizations face. Now CFO currently has 31 offices s with over 200 employees. We maximize the value of our services by matching the appropriate resource with the appropriate task. Our extensive experience gained from a multitude of organizations and industries ensures that you have a capable resource that will provide you with unmatched excellence.